Draft Gear Cushion
Lifter Cart
Part # CCL-IPS

The IPS Draft Gear Cushion Lifter Cart is a mobile
lifting device with the following characteristics:
a.
b.

Wt:
Dim.:

507 lbs.
64” wide x 63” long x 8-1/2” high
(@ rest, above rail) to 31” high
(raised, above rail)

c.

WLL:
Power Pack:
Wheels:

800 lbs.
120 V
5” Aluminum

d.

SAFETY, MAINTENANCE & OPERATING GUIDELINES –
PLEASE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH POWER-PACK GUIDE BEFORE USE:
1.

Inspect the cushion lifter before each use to ensure this it is in good working order.
Do not use if damaged, or if hydraulic fluid is leaking from the power pack or hydraulic
lines.

2.

Check the level of hydraulic fluid in the tank on a monthly basis; top up with AW-68 as
required.

3.

When raising or lowering the table, do not place fingers, hands or feet between the table
and the frame – this is a “Crush Zone” and may result in severe injury if the table drops
unexpectedly.

4.

When raising and lowering the cushion lifter, stand clear of the table and use the pendant
to safely raise and lower the table.

5.

It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the load on the table is properly balanced
and secured before raising and lowering the table. Unbalanced or insecure loading may
result in serious injury.

6.

Always engage the parking brake when raising and lowering the table. Failure to do so
could result in unexpected cart movement and serious injury.

7.

The cushion lifter is designed for a maximum capacity of 800 lbs. ; exceeding the
maximum load capacity may result in serious damage and/or injury.

8.

In the event of damage to the cushion lifter, contact IPS at 604-465-8994 for replacement
parts, repairs, or servicing.
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